After 8
FOR YOUTH & THE YOUNG AT HEART

This week’s sheet is all about worry-why we worry;
what we worry about; and what creation tells us about
worry. It’s packed full of activities you can try at home,
a thought for today and puzzles! Enjoy!

QUESTION TIME
Do you worry about what you wear?
Why is this?
Perhaps you or your family worry about
what you might eat or drink… why do
they do this?

Do you think there is any good reason to
why you should worry?
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CROSSWORD
CAN YOU SOLVE THE CROSSWORD?

1

PUZZLE
How many words
can you make out
of the letters in
‘WORRY’. You can
only use each letter
once in every word
you make. There
are 9 real words to
find! (e.g. row)

3

LISTEN
If you are up for hearing a bit of a feel-good
song related to the ‘thought for the week’
then type the following link into your web
browser at home:
https://youtu.be/QhbK2GpbKTY
The song is called ‘Do Not Worry’
by Ellie Holcomb

GOT A BIBLE?

?

If you have a bible, have a read of
Matthew Chapter 6, verses 25-34.
If you don’t have a Bible to hand,
you can always ‘Google it’ and read
it online, or download a Bible app
for free!
Read: Matthew, Chapter 6, Verses
25-34

?

SPARE A THOUGHT

Do Not Worry
If you are anything like human you will have worried at some point in your life. Definitely as you grow
up it seems like you get more and more worries! Exams; career choices; learning to drive; what to
wear; and then when you’re finally an adult and married you get kids to worry about! What others
think about us can worry us and what decisions we make can worry us… it seems like everything is
going to make us anxious or worried! But what is actually the point of worrying and how do we stop?
In the Bible, Jesus told his disciples that they had no reason to worry. He tells them to look at
creation; at the birds of the air who are fed everyday and at the flowers of the field who are clothed
in beauty. He then asks them “Are you not much more valuable than they?” If God feeds the birds
and clothes the grass of the field, how much more will he look after you.
We are told by Jesus to seek God first, for He will provide and knows what we need most, and one of
the best ways we can do this is through ‘prayer’. Next time you are worrying about something why
not tell God your worries and leave them with him.
Remember this: ‘Worry doesn’t prevent disaster, it prevents JOY!’
33 But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well. 34 Therefore do not
worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own.

FOR A LAUGH…
‘HOT POTATO, HOT PHONE?’- For this fun game all you need is a smart phone, a
potato and some music. Get your household/family to sit in a circle. Make sure the
smartphone is on camera ‘selfie mode’ and set the 10 second timer for taking a
picture. When you’re ready, play the music and then start the timer. Pass the
potato around in the clockwise direction and the phone in the anti-clockwise
direction. The phone must be passed around at arm’s length, always facing the
holder’s face. Let’s hope you smile when the 10 second timer goes off or that will
be one picture you wish had never been taken! If you are holding the phone when
the 10 second timer goes off then you are out, unless you are also holding the
potato at the time. The potato just means that you are still in the game.
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WHY NOT?

Why not have a go at the ‘Spring Plant Hunt’ that is at the bottom of this activity sheet! The
Yorkshire Wildlife Trust have gone to the effort of making an ID identification sheet for you
to use, full of interesting facts about wild plants that are local to your area! Your task is to
try and find them next time you are on a walk!

GET CRAFTY!
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CRAFT: QUILLING
Quilling involves wrapping thin strips of paper around
thin objects such as a needle, a pencil or a pen. Once a
piece of paper is ‘quilled’/’curled’ to its desired look, a
touch of glue is added to the end to secure it in place.
The designs to the left are taken from Home-Dzine, and
for more instructions please visit: https:/ /www.home-

dzine.co.za/crafts/craft-funkycolour.htm

WATCH
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Every Sunday after 8pm, we release a short video for a bit of fun and a laugh for you at home. We
explore the thought mentioned in the activity sheet a bit more and show you some more cool things you
can try at home! To watch the video, just visit our Youtube Channel ‘Time After 8’, and watch the latest
video!
Why not subscribe to our Youtube Channel, ‘Time After 8’, or follow us on social media? Remember, if
you are not old enough to subscribe/follow us then ask a parent to do so!
The link for this week’s video is:

The answers to all the puzzles can be
found on the last page!

Time After 8

@TimeAfter8

aftereigh0t@gmail.com

time_after_8

Spring Plant Hunt
Daisy
(Bellis perennis)

Daisies are in the family Asteraceae (named after
the star-like appearance), like ragwort and
dandelion. The flower arrangement creates a
nice flat landing stage for bees and other
pollinators.

Ragwort
(Senecio sp.)

Ragwort is considered a serious weed by
farmers, not least because it’s toxic to livestock
(especially horses), but it’s actually a fantastic
nectar source for insects. Can you spot any
pollinators visiting the flower?

Dandelion
(Taraxacum officinale agg.)

The English name ‘dandelion’ derives from the
French dent de lion, which means ‘lions' tooth’,
referring to the toothed outline of the leaves.
The French name for dandelion, meanwhile –
pissenlit – means ‘piss the bed’, since it was
thought eating them would make you wet the
bed!

Broad-leaved dock
(Rumex obtusifolius)

Loves growing where there are lots of nutrients.
In pastures it often grows where livestock have
been defecating!

Native bluebell
(Hyacinthoides non-scripta)

One of our best-loved spring wildflowers,
bluebells are threatened by the introduced
Spanish bluebell which hybridises with our native
bluebell. You can tell the difference between the
native and invader by looking at the
arrangement of flowers: all the flowers nod to
one side on the native bluebell, whereas they
nod on all sides on the Spanish or hybrid
bluebells.

Cow parsley
(Anthriscus sylvestris)

There is some interesting and quite sinister
folklore associated with this plant. An alternative
folk name for the plant is ‘mother-die’: if
children took it in their house, it was said their
mother would die! This is possibly because it
looks similar to the highly toxic hemlock. Cow
parsley itself is edible but un-pleasant tasting,
and archaeologists have found evidence that the
Celts used to eat it.

Cleavers
(Galium aparine)

Has one of the longest lists of alternative
common names of any UK plant. Some examples
include clivers, goosegrass, stickyweed (pick
some and you’ll see why...), stickyjack,
stickyback, sticky bob, velcro plant, grip-grass,

robin-run-the-hedge and bobby buttons.

Green alkanet
(Pentaglottis sempervirens)

A plant introduced from south-east Europe to
grow in gardens, now common in the wild too.
The name ‘alkanet’ derives from the Arabic alhenna, which means ‘the henna’, referring to the
plant’s use in making red dye.

Stinging-nettle
(Urtica dioica)

Another sadly misunderstood plant! Although
much-hated for its sting, it is brilliant for wildlife:
dense stands of nettles provide good shelter and
there are lots of insects that use stinging-nettle
as their foodplant, including peacock and small
tortoiseshell butterflies. It can also be used by
people as a source of food (e.g. in soups) and
strong fibres, which can be woven into a rough
cloth a bit like hemp.

Cuckooflower
(Cardamine pratensis)

So-called because it flowers around this time
when cuckoos return to the UK from their
African wintering grounds. Cuckooflowers are
the foodplant of orange-tip butterfly caterpillars.
You might see some adults on the wing if it’s a
sunny day.

Creeping buttercup
(Ranunculus repens)

Although its pretty yellow flowers are innocentlooking, creeping buttercup (like all buttercups)
is very toxic.

Spotted dead-nettle
(Lamium maculatum)

An introduction from mainland Europe
commonly grown in gardens which occasionally
escape to the wild. Look for the white stripes
down the leaves.

White dead-nettle
(Lamium album)

The leaves look like those of a stinging-nettle,
but as the name suggests, they don’t sting. Test
it out for yourself (after making sure it has white
flowers on)!

Grape-hyacinth
(Muscari sp.)

Most grape-hyacinths growing wild in the UK are
escapees of a species native to Greece and Asia
introduced here as a garden plant, although
there is one native species. The genus name
Muscari means musk in Greek, which is fitting for
these scented flowers. Some species can be used
in traditional herbal medicine for their diuretic
and stimulant properties.

Ivy
(Hedera helix)

People often bemoan ivy as a nuisance, but it’s
actually a great habitat for wildlife – you can find
bats roosting and birds such as wren nesting
under it. It also provides an important pollen and
nectar source for insects in the summer when
not many other plants are flowering.

ANSWERS

1) or, wo, ow, yo, oy,
row, wry, yow,
worry
2) ACROSS: 5)LIFE
6)AIR 7)BODY
8)DOUBT
10)CLOTHES
11)BARN
12)TOMORROW
13)TREASURE
DOWN: 1)FAITH
2)FIELD
3)FLOWERS
4)VALUE 9)TRUST
11)BIRDS

